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1. Introduction 

Russian shows varIOUS kinds of predicates that are semantically 

characterized as modals expressing necessitY(He06xo}ll1MocTb). To this 

category of modal expressions belong the impersonal modal predicatives 

(=MP, hereafter) such as HAllO, HYlKHO and HE05XOllI1MO, the impersonal modal 

verbs (=MV) such as npIHleTc~-PF/npHxoIlHTC~-IMPF, CJlellyeT, CTOHT, 

HaIlJle)!(HT, nOJlaraeTC~, and so on, and finally, llOJ]lKEH, which has been 

referred to as a personal modal adjective (=MA).1) Syntactically, they occur 

with infinitive predicates (d. examples in 1),2) but cannot be embedded in 

infinitive predicates (cf. example 2).3) 

* 01 .;x:-~-~ 2000~j~ ~~~?i-~%A~\1Qj ;>;1-%!% ~.g. '?:l.:r-~(KRF - 2000 - 041 -
A(0436). 

1) In this paper, impersonal sentences are assumed to have no nominative NP, 

with which the predicate can agree. In contrast, personal sentences are those 

sentences where the nominative NP-predicate agreement is implemented. This 

paper does not deal with all modal predicates enumerated above, but rather 

limit its discussion to some representative predicates such as IlO]J:i(EH, HAllo/HY:i(HO 

and npH,'leTclI/npHXO,'lHTClI; they show a relatively higher text frequency. The 

number of IlO]J:i(EH-sentences examined for this study is 227; HAllO/HY:i(HO - 306; 
npH,'leTclI/npHXO,'lHTC~ - 255. Some of the observations made in this paper were 

already discussed in Choi(1994a, b). 
2) This paper does not adopt any specific theoretical framework, but utilizes some 

traditional generative terms useful for a description of the Russian modal 

predicates. Lexemes are cited in capitals, and word-forms in italics. 
3) This property separates the predicates under discussion from such quasi -modal 



(1) a. MHe HIl.lIO noeXdTb .!IoMoR. 

'I needlhave to go home.' 

b. MHe npH.lIeTC~ noeXdTb .lIOMoR. 

'I'll have to go home.' 

c. ~ .lIOJr.f<eH noeXdTb .lIoMoR. 

'I must go home.' 

(2) *~ npHeXdn C~.lId {*6WTb .lIoJr.f<eH/*6NTb Hll.lIo/*npHRTHcb/*npHXO.llHTbC~}. 

The fact that these modal predicates constitute a natural class, however, 

does not mean that they are class-internally undifferentiated with respect 

to their semantic and syntactic behaviors. As traditionally recognized, MP 

and MV are impersonal modals that do not have a nominative-cased NP 

as their subject. True, this is an important syntactic feature, which 

distinguishes them from MA. However, MA does not always occur with a 

nominative NP, as shown in (3a). 

(3) a. EMY .lIOJr.f<HO 6L1Tb Beceno. 

'He must be meny.' 

b. EMY HIl.lIO 6L1Tb BeCenLIM. 

'He has to be merry.' 

In (3a) .llOJlll<HO obviously cannot be personal. 4) In fact, the surface 

predicates as YMETb, nOHAllOoHTbC~ and HYX<llATbC~, which can be used in the 
form of an embedded infinitive. 

(i) ABTopHTeT JieHHHd .lIOJr.f<eH CJIY1I<HTb TOM}', 'ITO Hy.l<HO ndpTHH cel'o.llH~ H 

MO:l<:eT nOHll.lIo6HTbC~ 3dBTpd. (DA, 195) 
'The authority of Lenin must serve for what is necessary for the 
party today and what may be needed tomorrow.' 

(in A nOl<d BO:l(.llb He .lIOCTHl' e.llHHonH'IHoR sndCTH, OH .lIOn:l<:eH yt.IeTb y6e:l(.lldTb. 

(DA, 239) 

'But the leader has not yet attained personal power, he must know 
how to convince,' 

4) 1I0Jr.f<H6 in this example should not be confused with archaic .lI6Jr.f<Ho, which IS 

impersonal (ct. Chvany 1974; Kondrashova 1994, 266). 
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syntactic structure of (3a) appears very much similar to that of (3b), 

which is truly impersonal. Now the question is whether these two 

sentence types share an identical underlying structure. On the basis of a 

number of syntactic differences between MA and impersonal modals to be 

discussed in section 2, it will be argued that the differences stem 

ultimately from their difference in argument structure. 

It has been observed (cf. Chvany 1974, Nakhimovsky and Leed 1980, DOH 

llapl<O et al. 1990, Choi 1994a, etc.) that there are differences in semantics 

and usage between MA and impersonal modals. One notable difference in 

usage is that MA can express what has been called epistemic necessity. 

In contrast, the impersonal modals cannot express epistemic modality, 

being restricted to root (=non-epistemic) necessity. In section 3, it is 

claimed that MA's ability to express epistemic necessity has something to 

do with the absence of an external argument in its argument structure. 

It has been traditional to utilize the conceptual distinction between 

epistemic and root modalities in providing a semantic description for modal 

expressions (Lyons 1977, Perkins 1983, De]]$IeBa 1985, DOHllapl<O et al. 1990, 

etc.). As characterized elsewhere (cf. Choi 1997, 1999), this distinction is 

concerned with the kind of conditional relation holding between a certain 

situation and the situation expressed in the infinitival complement. This 

paper will demonstrate that there is another facet of the modal semantics, 

which involves the inferential mode of the conditional relation; namely, the 

distinction between abductive modality and deductive modality. Its 

relevance to a semantic description of the Russian necessity modals is 

justified by a semantic analysis of npHlleTC$I/npHxOllHTC$I, which are typical 

expressions for the deductive modality in Russian (cf. section 4). 

The ultimate goal of this paper is to demonstrate, on the basis of the 

discussions in sections 2 and 3, that the two modal categories--personal 

modals vs. impersonal modals, and within the latter category, modal 

predicatives vs. modal verbs--form a hierarchical oppositional structure 

that is defined in terms of MARKEDNESS (cf. Andersen 2001, 22 et 
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passim). As will be shown in each section, the markedness principle 

according to which one of the two opposed terms will have a broader 

distribution and referential potential than the other predicts the differences 

in syntactic distribution and usage between personal modals (= Unmarked) 

and impersonal modals (=Marked), on the one hand, and between MP 

(=Unmarked) and MV (=Marked), on the other. 

2. Syntax of modal predicates 

This section discusses several syntactic differences between MA and 

impersonal modals and attempts to explain them in terms of their 

participant role/argument structure:5) namely, MA has a clausal argument 

only, whereas MP has two arguments, a clausal complement and an 

experiencer NP. The differences are discussed in this section as follows: 

(1) section 2.1 discusses the case and participant role of the matrix NP, 

(2) section 2.2 argues that the difference in participant-role/argument 

structure between MP and MA is responsible for their difference in 

combinatorial possibility of a 4To6bl-clause, (3) in section 2.3 it will be 

shown that there are some restrictions on the MP's infinitival complement, 

and finally (4) in section 2.4, MP's inability to occur with infinitive 

predicates in the short form adjective will be discussed. 

2.1 Case and participant role of the higher NP6) 

5) Since MP subsumes MV with respect to distribution and usage, only MP will 

be cited and discussed. MV will be discussed separately in section 4. One thing 
to be mentioned is that the dative NP occuning with MP has been treated 
either as the subject (ct. Kondrashova 1994) or as the indirect object (ct. 

Moore & Perlmutter 2000). This issue is not crucial to my analysis; what 
matters here is that MP subcategorizes the dative NP carrying the participant 
role of experiencer. 

6) I assume that all modal predicates, whether they are used epistemically or 
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MA normally occurs with the nominative NP (cf. lC), but can conjoin 

with the genitive or dative NP (cf. examples in 4). 

(4) a. X.lIe6a-GEN llOJtl<HO XBaTHTb. 

'Bread must be sufficient.' 

b. EM}'-DAT llOJtl<HO 6L1Tb 20 .lIeT. 

'He must be 20 years old.' 

c. B HaCTO.s!lI(eH pa60'leH, npo.lleTapCKoH ceMbe He llOJtl<HO 6L1Tb 

yro.lloBoHHKOB-GEN. (DA, 43) 

'A real working, proletarian family mustn't have criminals.' 

In these examples, the NP's case IS obviously not determined 

structurally and has nothing to do with }lOllll<HO. The NP in (4a) is in the 

genitive because the infinitive verb XBATlITb 'suffice' assigns the genitive 

to its complement; e.g., llella-GEN XBanlT Ha ueJlbIH }leHb 'There is enough 

work to last the whole day'. In (4b), the whole predicate 6hITb 20 lIeT 

assigns the dative to the NP; in (4C), the semantics of negation in the 

infinitival clause motivates the genitive case. The case assignment for the 

NPs in (4a-c) then suggests the fact that each of them represents an 

argument that the lower predicate selects, rather than an argument that llO 

JIlI<EH selects.7l 

Moreover, their participant roles have nothing to do with the semantics 

of llOJIiKEH for example, the genitive NP-referent in (4a) participates in a 

situation represented by XBaTHTb. This observation leads us to suspect that 

non-epistemically, are main predicates subcategorizing a clausal argument. See 
Schoorlemmer (1994, 415-), where she argues that epistemic llO.1tl<eH (and MO'lb 
'CAN') is a type of auxiliary, being base-generated in T immediately 
dominating the infinitive, which is treated as the main lexical predicate. 

7) The dative NP occurring with llO.1tl<eH (cf. 4b) could be seen as being either 
raised (i.e., Quirky-case-marked subjects) or fronted; cf. Perlmutter (2000), who 
argues that the dative NP is not raised, but only fronted. In this paper, without 
any argument, the raising hypothesis is adopted. 
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the nominative NP in MA sentences (e.g., example lc) is not really an 

argument of llOm<EH, but rather an element of the infinitival clause in the 

underlying structure; in other words, MA is one of raising verbs that do 

not select an external argument. 

In contrast, MP occurs invariably with the dative NP, which refers to 

an experiencer of the modal situation of necessity (cf. examples la & b). 

In (la = MHe HallO noexaTb llOMOH 'I have to go home'), for example, the 

referent referred to by the dative NP, MHe, is an experiencer undergoing 

the situation where the infinitival situation 'going home' is necessary. And 

the dative NP controls the subject (i.e., PRO) of the lower infinitival 

predicate, which suggests that MPs are control predicates. This explains 

ungrammaticality of the following sentences with the non-coreferential 

lower subject. 

(5) a. *Xne6a H~O XBaTHTb. 

'Bread must be sufficient' 

b. *B HaCTO$[lI(ell, npoJleTapCKoll ceMbe He H~O 6b1Tb yroJloBHHKOB.(DA, 43) 

'A real working, proletarian family mustn't have criminals.' 

c. *EMY HallO 6b1Tb 20 JleT. 

'He must be 20 years old.' 

There is no doubt that the unspecified dative NP in (Sa) is not 

coreferential with the (raised) genitive subject (i.e., XJle6a -GEN) of the 

lower infinitive predicate. Similarly, in (Sb) the lower subject in the 

genitive of negation (i.e., yrOJIOBHHl<oB-GEN) cannot be construed as 

representing a dative experiencer of the matrix situation. For a discussion 

on the ungrammaticality of example (Sc), see section 2.3. 

2.2. Combinatorial possibility of a tnollN-ciause 

As pointed out in the previous literature (Bondarko et al. 1990), MP may 

occur with a 'ITo6bl-clause, while MA may not.S) Let us discuss this 
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contrast in more detail. Consider the following sentences: 

(6) a. HaM H)'lKHO, 'lTo6b1 60JlbHOli 60Jlbwe Jle:l<aJl. 

'It is necessary for us that the sick person should lie down more.' 
b. BOJlbHOMY HY:f<HO 60JlbWe Jle:l<aTb. 

'The sick person needs to lie down more.' 

Obviously, the lower subject (expressed by 60JlbHOR) In (6a) is not 

referentially identical with the dative experiencer (expressed by HaM) 

undergoing the modal situation of necessity; i.e., non-coreferentiality 

obtains between the dative NP and the lower subject. In (6b), where the 

infinitive situation is necessary for the sick person himself, however, the 

dative experiencer (=60JlbHOMY) undergoing the situation of necessity is the 

person that will perform the infinitive action; namely, the lower subject is 

PRO (cf. section 3.4 for more discussion). This contrast suggests that the 

two types of clausal complement are complementarily distributed and that 

the distribution can be described in terms of coreferentiality between the 

dative NP and the lower subject.9) Put in a slightly different way, the 

clausal complement that MP is subcategorized for can be either finite (e.g., 

6a) or non-finite (e.g., 6b). 

In contrast, MA does not occur with a 'lToobI-clause,lO) as shown in (7a). 

(7) a. *l\OJlb:I<HG, 'lTo6b1 6oJlbHoli 60JlbWe Jle:l<aJl. 
b. BOJlbHolii .lI0JJ:l<eH [ti 60JlbWe Jle:l<aTbl 

'The sick person must lie down more.' 

The ungrammaticality of (7a) is accounted for by the fact that MA 

8) The modal verbs do not occur with a 'lTo6b1-complement, but the reason for this 
differs from that of the .lI0Jl:l<eH case (d. section 4.2). 

9) This will be elaborated later in section 2.3. 
10) In section 4, I will discuss the problem of MV's non-occurrence with a 'lTo6b1 

-clause. 
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selects no argument other than a clausal complement; i.e., there will be an 

empty subject position to be filled in. Coupled with the fact that Russian 

does not allow a pleonastic expression like it in English, 60JIbHOfi in the 

embedded clause raises to the empty subject position, which results in 

example (7b).11) The existence of a trace (=t;) in the subject position, by 

stipulation, assigns the feature-value of [FIN: INF] to the verb lexeme.12) 

In summary, MP selects two arguments: an experiencer argument and 

an clausal argument. The former is expressed in a dative NP and the 

latter in a 4To6bI-finite clause or in an infinitival clause (d. this section 

and section 2.3). In contrast, MA selects a single argument, i.e., a clausal 

argument; the lower subject raises to the higher subject position and the 

lower predicate is always realized as the infinitive form. 13) 

11) The GB theory, which assumes functional categories such as INFL or AGR, 
would explain raising in terms of the Case theory. The structural case like the 
nominative is assigned by INFL (FIN or AGR) and since [-FIN] or [-AGR] 
associated with the embedded infinitive does not assign the Case to the 
embedded subject-NP, the latter must raise in order to acquire the Case, which 
is the nominative. On the other hand, the embedded NPs in (4a, b, c) do not 
need to raise, since they are inherently or semantically assigned their respective 
Case. Therefore, their occurrence in the sentence-initial position may be 
ascribed to fronting (d. Perlmutter 2000, where the fronting, not raising, 
analysis is argued to be correct on independent grounds). 

12) The [FIN: INF] may be specified in the subcategorization of MA, but this 
misses a generalization on Russian infinitival clause; namely, the finiteness 
choice in the lower complement is entirely predictable (d. footnote 13). 

13) This contrast between MA and MP can be stated in terms of the syntactic 
status of the clausal complements they subcategorize. Specifically, MP 
subcategorizes CP, while MA selects JP. However, this is nothing but a 
restatement of the surface fact that MP may occur either with an infinitival 
clause or with a '1To6b1-clause (thus, CP), while MA occurs only with an 
infinitival clause (thus, !P). The fact that the presence or absence of the 
complementizer is predictable (d. section 2.3) is not incorporated in this 
account. Moreover, the choice between the infinitive form ([-tense] and/or 
[-AGR] under INFL) and the finite form ([ +tense] and/or [+ AGR]) is treated as 
lexically determined. J think that the complementary distribution between 
infinitival and finite complements must be properly described in any grammar 
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2.3. Restrictions on the infinitival complement 

Example (Sb) shows that MP puts a certain restriction on the infinitival 

complement: 

(8) a. EM)' seceJlo. 

'He feels happy.' 

b. *EM)' Ha~o 6~b seceJlo. 

'He has to feel happy.' 

Sentence (Sa) is a typical impersonal sentence, where the referent 

referred to by the dative NP (=eMY) is an experiencer 'feeling happy'. 

Now, recall that MP sentences with an infinitival complement show the 

relation of coreferentiality between the matrix subject and the embedded 

subject (e.g., EMYi Hano, [PROi noexaTb nOMOn]). The problem is that 

sentence (Sa) cannot be embedded as the MP's clausal complement (cf. Sb 

and Sc), although the coreferentiality relation still holds between the two 

experiencer NPs (i.e., EMYi Hano [PROi 6bITb BeceJlo]).14) Thus the question 

is: what is responsible for the ungrammaticality of (Sb)? 

Since the embedded clause in (8b) is the type of clause whose predicate 

requires its argument to be marked as dative, a plausible answer to the 

question would be that a predicate requiring a non-nominative subject is 

excluded from being embedded as an MP's infinitival complement. Indeed, 

when the lower predicate is a personal one with a similar meaning15) (cf. 

of Russian (d. fn. 12). 
14) If the two experiencer NPs are not coreferential, then the lower COMP position 

becomes occupied by the complementizer 'lTo6b1, and the complement clause 
becomes finite, as seen in the following: 

(i) Ell Ha~o, 'lTo6b1 eMY 6b1J1o seceJlo. 

'For her it is necessary that he should feel happy.' 
15) Personal verbs like nGEXATb occur with a nominative subject except when they 

are used in independent infinitive sentences, where the subject is in the dative 
and the main verb takes the infinitive form (e.g., BopHcy-DAT He ~oIlTH ~o ~OMa 
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9a), it can occur as an MP's infinitival complement, as shown in (9b): 

(9) a. OH 6bIJI BeCeJIIDI. 

'He was happy.' 

b. EMYi Ha.110 [PROi 6b1Tb BeCeJIIDI]. 

'He has to be happy.' 

Therefore, the restriction that MP puts on the infinitival complement 

could be stated in terms of the lower predicate's case assignment 

property. In other words, only those predicates, whose subject is assigned 

the nominative by default case assignment,16) can be embedded as MP's 

infinitive predicates. 

Inversion sentences such as (lOa) can be embedded as infinitival 

complements (cf. lOb), even though they contain a dative-experiencer NP, 

just like in (Sa). See the following examples: 

(10) a. tAHe nOHpaBHJlCJI OH. 

'I liked him.' 

b. EMYi Ha.110 [PROi MHe nOHpaBHTbCJI]. 

'He needs for me to like him.' 

'it is not (possible) for Boris to get home'). This construction cannot be 
embedded in HA~O/fM(HO-sentences as an infinitival complement (*Ha.llo [BopH 
cy He .lloliTH no nOMa]) or as a 'lT06b1-clause (*Ha.llO, 'lT06b1 BOPHCY He .lloliTH no no 
Ma), although they may occur in adverbial clauses such as 'lT06b1-purpose 
clauses; e.g., BoPHC C.lleJlaJl Bce B03MO:ICHOe, 'lT06b1 UBeTaM He paCTH B ca.llY 'Boris 
did everything possible so that flowers would not grow in the garden' (d. 
Comrie 1974, Moore & Perlmutter 2000). This is another piece of evidence for 
the differentiation between an indexical complementizer and a symbolic 
complementizer (cf. fn. 10). 

16) I assume that the subject NP acquires the least marked case (i.e., nominative 
case) when it is not assigned case either lexically or semantically (d. Paninian 
principle). This point, which I will elaborate in my future study, is radically 
different from the current syntactic theories, including GB. 
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The reason for this, as I argue here, is because the predicate HpaBHTbC~ 

is one that nonnally occurs with a nominative subject, whatever the 

latter's participant role may be. 

Needless to say, when the coreferentiality between the higher NP and 

the lower nominative NP does not obtains, then it must occur as a 'ITo6bI 

-clause, as shown in example (11). 

(11) MHe Ha~o, QTo6w MHe nOHpaSHRCR MakCHM. 

'It is necessmy for me to like Maksim.' 

The fact that a 'ITo6bI-clause occurs even though the higher (modal) 

experiencer-NP is coreferential with the lower experiencer-NP further 

indicates that the embedded subject's case is the crucial factor for the 

choice between the infinitival clause and the 'ITo6bI-clause (cf. Franks 

1995). 

Finally, subjectless verbs do not occur with MP as the embedded 

infinitive, either. 

(12) a. naXJIo cepoll. 

'It smelled like brimstone.' 

b. *Ha~o naXHYTb cepoll. 

'It has to smell like brimstone.' 

As example (12a) shows, nAXHYTb is a verb that does not select an 

external argument. For this reason, when it occurs with MP as an 

embedded predicate, there will be no possibility for PRO to appear in the 

lower subject position. This is tantamount to saying that naxHyrb cannot 

occur with a nominative NP, and therefore its impossibility of being 

embedded as an infinitival predicate is accounted for. 

When the embedded clause of MP cannot have PRO for one or another 

reasons, then it must take the complementizer 'ITo6bI (cf. 13). 
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(3) HMO, '!T06b1 naXJIo cepoil. (Recited from fioll.llapl<o et al. 1990, 156) 

'It is necessruy that it smell like brimstone.' 

From these discussions it should be concluded that infinitive predicates 

occurring with MP must be ones that, whether lexically or semantically, 

do not assign a non-nominative case to their external argument. In 

cpntrast, those predicates that normally take no subject at all or 

non-nominative subjects take place in the lJTo6bI-clause. 

In contrast, MA does not show the restrictions that MP Imposes on the 

infinitival complement, as seen in the following examples: 

(8) b'. EM)' .lIOJmiO 6b1Tb BeCeJIO. 

(9) b'. OH .lIOJtf<eH 6b1Tb BeCeJILIM. 

00) b'. OH Io/He .lIOJI:tCeH nOHpaBI!TbC$!. 

(2) b'. llOJtf<HO naxHyrb cepoil. 

Again, since the matrix subject position is not occupied, the embedded 

subject freely raises, retaining its case and participant role. 

2.4. Restriction on the embedded predicate adjective 

It has been noted that MP cannot occur with the short form adjective; 

it occurs only with a long form in the instrumental case Ccf. 14a, b; 

Nichols 1981). MA, however, does not impose such a restriction Ccf. 15a, 

b; Schoorlemmer 1994). 

(14) a. EM)' Hy:teHO 6b1Tb BeCeJILIM. 

'He needs to have fun.' 

b. *EM)' HY:tCHO 6b1Tb BeCeJI. 

(15) a. OHa .lIOJI:tCHa 6b1Tb rOTOBoil 1<0 BceMY. 

'She must be ready for everything.' 
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'She must be pretty.' 

In order to understand this limitation on MP, it is necessary to refer to 

the case assignment system of the embedded predicate adjective. 

According to Nichols (1981, 300), the case assignment on the lower 

predicate adjective is dependent on the case of the matrix controller, that 

is, oblique controllers require the instrumental. See Nichols' examples (d. 

also Franks 1995, 237): 

(16) a. HenpHJlTHO 6b1Tb 60JlbHbIM. 

'It is unpleasant to be sick.' 

'They forced him to be polite. 

c. OH CTapaeTCJl 6b1Tb JI~6e3eH. 

'He is trying to be nice.' 

In example (16a) the lower predicate adjective is provided with the 

default feature-values of [Gender: Neut] and [Number: Sg] by the (covert) 

arbitrary agreement-controller and is assigned the instrumental case (i.e., 

60JlbHbIM), since, according to Nichols, the matrix (covert) controller is in 

the oblique case (i.e., the dative). In (16b) the matrix agreement-controller 

is in the accusative, hence the instrumental on the predicate norninal.17l On 

the other hand, if the controller is in the nominative, the short form 

adjective is permitted, as seen in (16c) with a control predicate. 

17) Similarly, the second predicate in the infinitival complement is assigned the 
dative case if its agreement controller in the matrix sentence is in the oblique 
case, as shown in Comrie (1974, 128-). Cf. Comrie's examples: 

i. MHe HY:f(HO 6b1J1o HllTH caMMOMY. 

'It was necessary for me to go myself.' 
ii. MhI nOnpOCHJlH HsaHa nollTH O.llHOMY. 

'we asked Ivan to go alone.' 
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Examples containing modals can be explained in a similar way. Example 

(14a) is grammatical, since the agreement-controller for the lower predicate 

adjective is the matrix dative NP, which requires the lower adjective to be 

in the instrumental. For the same reason, example (I4b) is ungrammatical. 

In contrast, MA, which selects no underlying matrix argument and 

triggers the lower subject's raising, does allow short form adjectives in 

the infinitival complement, because the agreement-controller of the lower 

predicate can be in the nominative. Thus, in example (ISb), the 

agreement-target (=KpacHBa) is controlled by OHa, which was the subject of 

the lower clause prior to its raising to the matrix subject position. 

2.5 Conclusion 

To summarize the points made in section 2: 

criteria 

(1) Case of the higher NP 

(2) P-role of the higher NP 

MP 
Only Dative 

Only Experiencer 

MA 
u 
u 

(3) Finiteness of embedded clause Sensitive to the lower predicate's U 

case assignment capability 

(4) Possibility of Lower SF No SF adjective u 

Here, U means that MA is indifferent to, or unspecified for, the relevant 

property. MA does not show any restriction on the higher NP with respect 

to the latter's case and participant role, whereas MP occurs only with a 

dative NP whose participant role is fixed as a 'modal experiencer'. These 

differences suggest that while both MP and MA subcategorize a clausal 

complement, only MP selects further argument that has the participant role 

of experiencer. 

Now, it is possible to view the opposition between the two modal 

predicates of necessity in terms of markedness. MP is the marked member 
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of the opposition, since it has an experiencer argument and its infinitive 

complement is restrictive. MA is the unmarked member, in that it does 

not contain an external argument, thus being less specified, and does not 

impose the restrictions that MP puts on the infinitival complement. In this 

sense the two types of modal predicates can be said to illustrate the 

markedness relation (cf. Andersen 2001). 

The markedness relation holding between MP and MA is further 

manifested in their semantics and usage, to which I will turn in the next 

section. 

3. Semantics and the usage of modal predicates 

The goal of this section is to show that MP has a narrower usage 

scope than MA, thus confirming the markedness relation mentioned in the 

preceding section. Section 3.2 notes that MP's dative NP must be 

referential, while MA does not show any restriction on referentiality. In 

section 3.3, it will be shown that MP is limited to root modality, while 

MA is used to express both root and epistemic modality. Section 3.4 

shows that MA used to express root modality can be ambiguous in that 

its surface animate-subject mayor may not be a person under obligation 

or prohibition. 

Let us first define the concept of necessity. 

3.1. Definition of NECESSITY 

Modal predicates are viewed here as linguistic devices for signaling the 

existence of a specific, but unspecified in a given sentence, state-of-affairs 

which is in a certain conditional relation with the situation represented in 

the clausal complement (dictal situation hereafter). For example, when the 
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speaker says, John must be a fool, what must expresses is that there 

exist grounds upon which the speaker judges that John is a fool and the 

grounds are what the speaker acquires from John's behavior, way of 

thinking, life style, and so on. In other words, by using must the speaker 

alludes to a certain general conditional relation holding between the 

(unspecified) ground and the (expressed) propositional content (=dictum).18) 

Modal predicates of NECESSITY are understood in this paper as 

expressing that ALL (or sufficient) conditions exist for the dictal situation 

to be actualized.19) In other words, the existing condition(s) in the real 

world is (judged by the speaker to be) in a strong conditional relation 

with the dictal situation. In contrast, modals of POSSIBILITY express 

existence of SOME (or insufficient) conditions for the dictal situation to be 

actualized. The speaker draws a conclusion on the basis of a weak 

conditional. relation between the existing condition(s) and the dictal 

situation. When we say, John may be a fool, the speaker has grounds 

upon which he judges that John is a fool, but he does not make a strong 

commitment to the truth of the dictum. 

As discussed in section 2, MA selects only a clausal complement, which 

means that there is no logical subject (i.e., experiencer) undergoing the 

situation denoted by ltOlI:tEH. Its semantic structure then could be 

represented as follows: 'llOm<EH P', where P represents a complement 

18) This way of viewing modality distinguishes it from other grammatical 
categories such as MOOD and EVIDENTIALITY. Mood is concerned with the 
actuality relation between the propositional content and the reality, i.e., 
indicative vs. subjunctive; the indicative mood expresses the actuality of the 
event, while the subjunctive mood expresses its non-actuality. Evidentiality 
deals with the source of the event described in the sentence; e.g., visual vs. 
non-visual, direct experience vs. indirect experience, quotation vs. 
non-quotation, and so on. 

19) As Palmer 0986, 53) states, modality is essentially subjective; i.e., the grounds 
the speaker has at the time of utterance are judged by him to be enough to 
draw a conclusion. When the speaker says, he must be a fool on the grounds 
available to him, the hearer could counter it, saying no, I don't think he is. 
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situation. In this semantic representation, IlO}])«EH should be understood as 

defined in the preceding paragraph: 'all grounds exist for P to be true'. 

On the other hand, MP does select an argument representing the 

experiencer of the modal situation: 'HAllO/H.Y:f(HO (x, p)', where x represents 

an animate referent who undergoes a modal situation denoted by HAllo/ 

HYlKHO and IIplI, an complement situation. "X" is encoded as the dative NP 

in the underlying syntactic structure. 

3.2 Referentiality 

The fact that MP selects the dative NP denoting the modal expenencer 

implies that the dative NP should be referential. Consider the following 

sentence, recited from Chvany (1974, 116): 

(17) MoeH ~eHe Hy~O 6MTb KaK MO~O yMHee. 

'My wife must be as intelligent as possible.' 

According to Chvany, (17) is anomalous unless said of an existing wife 

who feels a need to be as intelligent as possible (p.116). This should be 

understandable, since the modal experiencer must be a concrete animate 

referent (person) who undergoes the situation of necessity. 

In contrast, MA may occur with a non-referential subject NP, as shown 

in the following example, again recited from Chvany 0974, 116). 

(IS) Mo~ ~eHa ~Ofl~a 6MTb KaK MO~O yMHee. 

'My wife must be as intelligent as possible.' (A sentence said of a 
hypothetical, as yet unfound, wife') 

Since MA obviously can occur with a referential subject NP, it is 

plausible to conclude that MA does not show any limitation on the subject 

NP with respect to referentiality. Again, this can be explained by the fact 
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that the surface subject-NP occurring with MA is underlyingly a lower 

subject-NP, which is not characterized in terms of referentiality. 

3.3. Epistemic modality 

It has been reported that MP cannot express epistemic necessity, while 

MA can (cf. 50H,llapKO et al. 1990). Consider the following examples: 

(8) a. H3 CBoero l<opoTl<oro npOXOlla no 3aJIy OHa YCTpOHJla TpHYM!JlaJlbHOe 

weCTBHe; HanpaBJleHH~e Ha Hee B3rJlR~ IlOJl*H~ CBHlleTeJlbCTBOBaTb 0 

ee I<paCOTe .. (OA, 211) 

'From her short passage along the hall she gave a triumphant 
procession; eyes directed to her would likely witness her beauty' 

b. ...HanpaBJleHH~e Ha Hee B3rJlR~, IlOJl*HO 6~Tb CBHlleTeJlbCTBYJOT 0 ee 

I<paCOTe ... 

' ... eyes directed to her probablY witness her beauty ... ' 

(19) a. fleTR IlOJl*eH 6~Tb IlOMa; Ha l<yxHe CBeT ropHT. 

'Peter must be home: the light is on in the kitchen.' 

b. ?fleTe Hallo/HY*HO 6~Tb .!lOMa; Ha I<YXHe CBeT ropHT. 

'?Peter has to be home: the light is on in the kitchen.' 

The given context in (18a) suggests that ,llOJDI<HbI expresses epistemic 

necessity. This is supported by the paraphrasability of (18a) into U8b), 

where the parenthetic epistemic adverb, ,llOJl)((HO 6bITb 'probably', is used. 

On the other hand, another example with epistemic ,llOJDl<eH in 09a) cannot 

be replaced with any impersonal modals in this context, as shown in 

09b). This impossibility certainly does not have a syntactic reason; the 

sentence, neTe Ha.1l0/Hy*HO 6blTb ,llOMa, is syntactically flawless. Rather, it is 

due to the semantic conflict between the given context where the 

epistemic reading is forced and the usage restriction that MP cannot be 

used to express epistemic necessity. 

The impossibility of MP for episternic usage IS further supported by the 
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following argument. As shown in section 2.3, only MA may occur with 

impersonal infinitival complements. What is of importance here is that 

when it occurs with them, it always expresses epistemic modality; cf. the 

following examples: 

(20) a. 1I0J1)((HO TOWHHTb .lVI.llIO. 

'My uncle must feel sick.' (recited from Schoorlemmer 1994, 416) 

b. 1I0J1)((HO Be'lepeTb. 

'Night must be falling.' (recited from Schoorlemmer 1994, 416) 

Now, MP cannot occur with impersonal infinitival complements, but it 

does occur with impersonal 'ITO obI-clausal complements, as shown in the 

following example: 

(21) Kor.lla nOKa:tcyTCJI KpaCHbie rJla3a, Hy.lCHO, '1To6b1 naXllo cepoil. 

'When red eyes show up, it is necessary that it should smell like 
brimstone.' (recited from BOH.l\apKO et al. 1990, 156) 

Unlike MA sentences where impersonal complements evoke the epistemic 

reading, MP sentences like (21)20) have the reading of root modality only, 

as the translation indicates.21l 

This usage restriction on MP cannot be a lexical accident or its 

idiosyncratic property; rather it may be accounted for in terms of semantic 

structure. Notice that epistemic modality is concerned with an inferential 

20) BOH.lIapKO et al. 0990, 156) notes that (21), an example from a prose of 4: 

exoB's, can be uttered as a stage direction. 
21) It can be added that this usage restriction on MP could explain the reason 

why they do not form the modal parenthetic words that are lexically related 
and express exclusively epistemic modality. For example, there are no 
parenthetic words like *Ha.110 6b1Tb, *HY*HO 6b1Tb, and so on, which would be 

used epistemically. In contrast, .lI0Jl:t<:eH (and for that matter, MO'lb) has its lexical 
relative, .lI0J1)((HO 6b1Tb (and Mo:t<:eT 6b1Tb) , which could be explained by its ability 
to express epistemic modality. 
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relation between propositions. It expresses the speaker's guess about the 

dictum (i.e., the proposition that the embedded clause expresses) on the 

basis of grounds available to him. What this means is that an epistemic 

modal situation does not involve any participant that would experience the 

situation of necessity itself.22) Accordingly MP, which does select an 

external argument that represents a modal experiencer, cannot express 

epistemic necessity.23) On the contrary, MA's non-selection of an 

experiencer-argument is compatible with the conception of epistemic 

modality. 

3.4 Semantic im-personality of MA 

In view of the semantic representation suggested in section 3.1, MA can 

be said to be im-personal, in the sense that it does not involve a 

participant that experiences the modal situation. On the other hand, MP 

(the impersonal modal) can be said to be semantically personal, since it 

does select a modal experiencer. 

It is sometimes suggested that root modals do not involve raIsmg 

movement (d. Picallo 1990, Schoorlemmer 1994). It seems correct to 

maintain that MP expressing root modality only is a control predicate, but 

a semantic examination of root MA counters the treatment of all root 

modals as non-raising control predicates. 

First consider the following examples, where llOJDl(eH expresses root 

22) Of course, it is the speaker who evaluates the epistemic status of the dictum, 
but the speaker as a modal evaluator is not expressed in sentences with modal 
predicates. 

23) The claim here should not be taken to imply that root modality necessarily 
involves an experiencer of modal situation. Root modal situations mayor may 
not be experienced; MP expresses the former situation, while MA is used to 
express the latter situation. My claim is that epistemic modality involves no 
participant undergoing the modal situation and because of this, MP that does 
select an experiencer-argument cannot express epistemic modality (see section 
3.4 for more discussion). 
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modality: 

(23) a. -- Y"ITH 3TO XOTJI 6b1 PlllUl CawH, I<OTOPblfl He IIOJl:l<eH cefl"lac JlHWaTbCJl 

MaTepH. 

'Keep this in mind at least for Sasha, who must not lose his 
mother now.' 

b. lIsepb IIOJl:l<Ha OCTaSaTbCJI OTI<PblTOfl. (DA, 78) 

'The door must remain open.' 

According to the context where (23a) occurs, Sasha's uncle warns his 

elder sister (=Sasha' s mother, who is angry at the Soviet regime for 

arresting Sasha) about her harsh remarks on Stalin. The context therefore 

makes it obvious that the surface subject (i.e., CawH, which is the 

antecedent of KOTOpbIH) does not denote a person under obligation/ 

prohibition; it only represents a person participating in the infinitival 

situation. Now, recall that semantically im-personal MA sentences do not 

express a participant taking part in the situation of obligation/prohibition, 

although the situation of obligation itself logically requires its subject. For 

this reason, example (23a) is read as if ' it is a certain person's (not 

expressed in the sentence) obligation for Sasha not to lose his mother.' 

This semantic fact can be taken to suggest that MA of root modality too 

should be treated as a raising predicate. This suggestion is further 

supported by examples with an inanimate subject like (23b), since, 

needless to say, the inanimate subject cannot be a participant responsible 

for the obligation. 

In fact, the surface animate subject in MA sentences is ambiguous in 

that it mayor may not refer to a participant undergoing the obligation 

(i.e., obligator). However, the ambiguity IS not semantic, but 

discourse-pragmatic, since, as shown repeatedly, MA does not select the 

external argument and therefore information on it can be given only with 

the help of discourse or pragmatic context. Thus, in the following example, 
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(24) fioRbHOH ~O~eH Re~aTb KaK MO~HO 60Rbme. 

'The sick person must lie down as much as possible.' 

the sick person to which EoJIbHOA refers may be interpreted as the 

obligator; it is his obligation to lie down as much as possible. Or, it may 

be that the obligation is imposed on, say, his parents or a doctor in order 

for the sick person to lie down as much as possible. Which interpretation 

is appropriate in a given context is discourse-pragmatically determined. 

What remains constant however is the semantic fact that 50JIbHOA 

represents an argument of the embedded complement. This again lends 

some support to the claim that MA of root modality too is a raising 

predicate. 

In contrast, MP sentences do not show this sort of ~mbi..l?:JJ.i1Y.. ... .since MP 

does select a modal experiencer, i.e., obligator, expressed by the matrix 

dative NP (d. section 2.3). 

(25) a. BORbHOMY Ha~o Re*aTb KaK MO~HO 60Rbme. 

'The sick person must lie down as much as possible.' 

b. HaM H~O, 'lTo6b1 6oRbHOH Re~aR KaK MO~O 6oRbme. 

'It is necessary for us that the sick person should lie down as 
much as possible.' 

(25a) with the infinitival complement expresses identity between the 

obligator and the actor of the dictal situation, whereas (25b) with the 

tJTo6b1-complement expresses non-identity between them (d. 50HllapKO et 

a1.l990, 156). 

3.5 Conclusion 

The semantic differences between MA and MP confirm their markedness 

relation, which is established on independent grounds (i.e., their syntactic 
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behavior). They are summarized in the following table: 

Criteria MP MA 

1. Referentiality Referential U 

of the matrix NP 

2. Kind of modality Root modality only U 

3. Obligator Semantically given U 

MP requires its dative NP to be referential, while MA is indifferent to 

such a restriction. MP cannot express epistemic modality, while MA can 

express it. The surface subject with root MA mayor may not refer to a 

person under obligation, while the dative subject with MP invariably refers 

to a person experiencing the situation of obligation. In view of these facts, 

MA is inclusive of MP with respect to referential potential, thus 

confirming that MP is marked as opposed to MA, which is unmarked.24) 

4. Semantics and usage of npHl1e TCJI/npHXOl1HTCJI 

Besides impersonal predicatives discussed in the previous sections, 

Russian has yet another category of impersonal modal predicates, namely 

modal verbs ( = MV) such as npH.lleTC~ and npHXO.llHTC~. In this section, I 

would like to show that there are a variety of usage restrictions imposed 

on MV, which are not observed in MP sentences. This will be taken to 

suggest that within the category of impersonal modals MV is marked as 

opposed to MP, which is unmarked, thus providing a further instance of 

the markedness relation. 

24) MA can be said to be the representative of all necessity modals, thus being in 
hyponymic relation with other impersonal modal predicates; d. Jakobson's 
discussion on ocell 'donkey' (Unmarked) vs. oCJIIll.\a 'she-ass' (Marked). 
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4.1 Argument structure of MV: specified clausal argument 

One of the notable differences between MP and MV IS that MV does 

not occur with a '1To6bI-complement. 

(26) a. *Ewy npH,[IeTCJI, '1To6b1 OHa noexaJla ,[IOMoll. 

'It will be necessary for him that she should go home.' 

b. EMy npH,[IeTCJI noexaTb ,[IOMoli. 

'He will have to go home.' 

Recall that MA also shows this combinatorial impossibility (d. example 

7a in section 2.2). This similarity however is only apparent and does not 

suggest that MV is a raising predicate like MA. The reason for this is 

because the matrix NP is invariably dative-cased and has the invariable 

participant role of 'modal experiencer', both of which are MP's properties. 

In view of this fact, MV is better treated as a control predicate 

subcategorizing a clausal complement whose subject is PRO and whose 

predicate normally takes the nominative NP, thus excluding possibility of a 

'1To6bI-clausal complement. 

It is noteworthy that MV has more specific argument structure than 

MP, where the coreferentiality of the lower subject and the case-assigning 

property of the lower predicate are left unspecified. This is compatible 

with the fact that, as will be shown shortly, MV shows more restricted 

usage than MP (and MA as well), which has to do with the markedness 

relation between the two types of impersonal modals. 

4.2 Modality in terms of inferential mode 

The distinction between necessity and possibility is made in terms of 

the strength of the conditional relation (or, in terms of the two quantifiers, 

ALL vs. SOME), while the distinction between epistemic vs. root modality 
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is made in tenus of the kind of the conditional relation. Both distinctions 

are well established (d. Lyons 1977, Palmer 1986, etc.). 

However, there is yet another important aspect of the modality, which 

has not been recognized at all in the previous literature on modality, viz. 

the distinction between the abductive vs. the deductive modality. This 

distinction is made in terms of the relationship between the dictal situation 

and some other situation(s). Now let us discuss it in greater detail. 

4.2.1 Abductive modality: modalizing an antecedent situation 

The abductive modality is concerned with an inferential mode where an 

antecedent situation (=a dictal situation) is inferred (i.e., abduced) on the 

basis of the consequent situation. 

Assuming that there is a strong conditional relation between situation 

A (ntecedent) and situation C(onsequent) (i.e., 'if A, then C'), situation A 

can be modally inferred, if situation C is already actualized in the real 

world.25) For example, on a generalized conditional relation like 'if there's 

fire, then there's smoke', existence of a fire can be inferred and modalized, 

when one sees smoke; e.g., there must be a fire. 

Alternatively, the antecedent can be modally inferred, even when the 

consequent is viewed as an event to be realized in the future. That is, ' A 

is necessary for C to be actualized'; e.g., 'there has to be a fire, if there 

is smoke'. In both instances, we say that the modal predicate expresses 

abductive modality. 

4.2.2 Deductive modality: modalizing a consequent situation 

The deductive modality has bearing on an inference where the 

consequent is predicted (i.e., deduced).26) To take the example of 

25) In logic the abductive inference is fallacious but in the linguistic modality it is 
always possible for the speaker to modally abduce the truth of a proposition. 

26) In some of my previous works, I tried to demonstrate the validity of this 
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fire-smoke, the consequent can be modally predicted, if the antecedent is 

observed in reality; in English, there will be smoke. 

Alternatively, deductive modal predicates may express that the dictal 

situation was a natural consequence of the pre-existing situations, In 

consideration of the normal developmental sequence of events; i.e., C IS 

necessitated by A (e.g., there had to be smoke). 

I will show here that MV explicitly asserts deductive necessity, whereas 

MP and MA are not sensitive to the distinction, thus being able to convey 

either meaning. 

4.2.3 MV as a deductive modal expression 

First, consider the following example: 

(27) a. -lOpa, - CKa3aJla BHKa, - JI BhlXO:ry 3 aMy.!<. HaM npH,lleTCJI C To60l! 

paCCTaTbCJI, lOpa. (DA, 376) 

'Jura, said Vika. 1'm getting married I'll have to part with you, 
Jura.' 

b. Bce:ICe (eMY) npHWJlOCb 3allTH B KoonepaTHB, KOH'IHJlHCb nanHpOChI. 

(DA, 314) 

'Still he had to drop by the shop; he'd run out of cigarettes.' 

In example (27a), the dictal situation eVika's parting with Jura' =C) 

obviously is a natural consequence of the situation of 'Vika's getting 

married' (=A). Thus the speaker, who knows that there holds a strong 

conditional relation between the existing situation (A) and the dictal 

situation (C), asserts by using npHlleTCJI that the dictal situation will be 

unavoidably actualized. Similarly, the use of npHWJIOCb in (27b) indicates 

distinction. Choi (999) argues that BH,llHO, one of modal parenthetic words in 
Russian, signals abductive modality coupled with an experiential evidentiality. In 
Choi (1997), the aspectual opposition in HeJlb3J1 context is claimed to be 
correlated with the modality opposition: PF vs. IMPF = Deductive vs. 
Abductive. 
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that the situation of 'his having run out of cigarettes' forced him to go to 

the shop to buy cigarettes. In short, MV expresses that the dictal situation 

is necessitated by a certain situation, which mayor may not be specified 

in the surrounding context. 

Now, let us consider a couple of examples with MA or MP where 

abductive modality is expressed. 

(28) a. lITo6N Ha3BaTb 3T1I BNcTynJleHII.l! aHTllnapTilliHblldll, Ha3BaTb IIX 

nOJIIITIIQeCKOH ~IIBepclleH, MN ~OR*HN HaHTII y naHKpaTOBa 

npe~aMepeHHOCTb. (DA, 39) 

'In order to call this behavior anti-party and political sabotage, we 
must find out Pankratov's prior intention.' 

b. (EMY) H~O 6NTb YBepeHHbIId, BeCeJlblld, TOJlbKO TaK OH CMo:tCeT ycnoKolITb 

MaTb. (DA, 78) 

'He has be confident and merry. Only that way will he be able to 

soothe his mother.' 

Example (28a) with llOJl)J(Hbl includes a lITo6bl-purpose clause, which 

provides a reason for the assertion of root necessity. The conditional 

relation between the situation expressed in the adverbial clause and the 

dictal situation would be: if we find Pankratov's prior intention (=A) then 

we are justified to call his behavior anti-Party and political sabotage (=C). 

The lITo6bl-clause expresses the consequent of this conditional statement, 

while the infinitival complement expresses its antecedent; MA itself 

expresses that A is necessary for C to be actualized. In other words, 

llOJl)J(Hb1 modalizes the antecedent situation, which is an instance of 

abductive modality. Similarly, HallO in (28b) indicates that the dictal 

situation ('his being confident and merry'=A) is necessary for the 

situation ('his being able to soothe his mother'=C) to follow. Indeed, 

example (28b) can be rephrased by using a lITo6bl-purpose clause without 

any notable semantic change: lITo6bl ycnoKoHTb MaTb, eMY HallO 6blTb 

YBepeHHblM, BeCeJlbIM.27) 
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Sentences expressmg abductive modality are often followed by a 

sentence beginning with such sentential adverbs as HHa4e, a TO, TOJIbKO 

TaK, etc, the sort of pro-adverbs that conditionalize the dictal situation as 

either a positive or a negative antecedent. TOJIbKO TaK in (28b) means 'only 

if he is confident and merry'. The function of HHa4e in the following 

fragment is to conditionalize the given dictal situation negatively. 

(29) OH :keCTOI< C Hel!. Ho OHa lIOJtl(Ha 6b1Tb rOToBol! 1<0 BceMY, lfHa'le YlIap 

nOTOM 6YlIeT em.e Te:keJlee. (DA, 89) 

'He is strict with her. But she has to be ready for everything. 
Otherwise, she will be hit even harder.' 

The dictal situation of 'her being ready for everything' is negatively 

conditionalized by HHa4e: 'if she is not ready for everything'. A 

presumable conditional proposition would be something like 'if one is ready 

for anything that might happen in the future, then s/he will find it easier 

to handle'. Note that .IlOJDI<Ha modalizes the antecedent situation. These 

pro-adverbs then can be said to indicate that the involved modality is 

abductive. 

In contrast, sentences with deductive necessity cannot co-occur with a 

sentence with these pro-adverbs, because what they express is that the 

dictal situation is necessitated by the situation that is already actualized 

27) The following examples illustrate deductive modality expressed by MA and 
MP, both of which modalize consequent situations: 

(i) ECJIH JDO.!IH He MorYT :kIlTb BMeCTe, OHII lIOJl:kHbI pa30HTIICb. (DA, 135) 

'If people cannot live together, they must divorce.' 
(iil Ho BilKa npaBa, 3lIeCb HO Bbll! , He3HaKoMblI! Mllp II HalIO lIep:kaTbCJI no

lIPyroMY. (DA, 210) 

'But, Vika is right: this is a new, unknown world and it is necessary 
to behave differently.' 

In (D, it is self-evident that MA modalizes the consequent situation; in (ii), HalI 

o alludes to such a conditional proposition as 'if people find themselves In a 
new and unknown place, then they behave differently in that place', and 
modalizes the consequent 
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and thus cannot be conditionalized as an antecedent. See the in coherency 

of the following discourse: 

(27b') Bce:l(e (eMY) npHWJlOCb 3allTH B KoonepaTHB, (*HHa'le/*TOJlbKO TaK) 

KOH'IHJlHCb nanHpocbI.28) 

This confirms the claim that MV IS a modal expressmg deductive 

modality. 

4.2.4 Further evidence for MV as a deductive modal 

The characteristic of MV, that the existing situation forces the modal 

experiencer to perform the dictal action, naturally explains the reason why 

npH}leTcSI/npHxollHTCSI is modified by such an adverb as HeH36ell<HO, meaning 

'unavoidably'. On the other hand, modal predicates like }lOJl)[(eH and Ha}lo/ 

Hy:KHO, when they are used to express abductive necessity, are modified by 

adverbs such as 06.Sl3aTeJlbHO 'obligatorily' or Heo6xOllHMO 'necessarily', as 

seen in examples (30a, b). 

(30) a. Ka~oMY H3 Bac {*HeH36e:KHo/*o6R3aTeJlbHo} npH~eTCR npOHrpblBaTb. 

(Igra, 156) 

'Each and all of you will unavoidably have to lose (the game).' 

b. EMY {o6R3aTeJlbHo/*?HeH36e:KHo} Ha~o npHCYTCTBOBaTb Ha 3TOM 

3aHRTHH. 

'He obligatorily has to attend this class.' 

c. 06waTbCR BaM np~eTCR BOJlell-HeBoJlell, -B03pa3HJI ArupepOB, TpH ro~a 

B MOJl'laHKY He npHHrpaeWb, 06weHHe HeH36e:KHo. (DA. 451) 

28) It should be pointed out that a to would signify 'since' rather than the usual 
'otherwise' if it were used in examples like (27b'). This further supports our 
claim that MY expresses deductive modality, since the sentence followed by a 
to represents the antecedent situation of the following conditional proposition: 
'if one runs out of cigarettes, then s/he goes to the store to buy them'. Note 
that MV in (27b') modalizes the consequent 
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'Willy-nilly, you will have to meet (people), objected Alferov, -

You won't waste three years in silence, meeting people is 
unavoidable. ' 

Note that in (30c) similar semantic content is repeated once by npHlleTC$I 

and once by the short form adjective, HeH36e)J(Ho.29) 

4.3 Modal negation VS. Dictal negation 

This section discusses the two types of negation, modal negation vs. 

dictal negation, claiming that MY is not used to express dictal negation, 

while the other modals are ambiguous between these two readings. At 

first, let us discuss some points on the distinction between modal and 

dictal negation. 

4.3.1 Identity relation between the two types of negated necessity 

There are two possibilities of negating a sentence with modal predicates; 

what is negated may be either the modal predicate or the lower predicate. 

I will refer to the former as modal negation and the latter as dictal 

negation. Consider the following sentences: 

(31) a. OH He Mo:t<eT npHHTH Ha co6paHHe. 

'He cannot come to the meeting.' 

b. OHa Morlla He npHHTH Ha co6paHHe. 

'She may not have come to the meeting.' 

c. OHe He Mo:t<eT He npH3HaTbCJI, 'ITO aHa npaBa. 

'He cannot but confess that she is right.' 

29) Collocations like HeH36e:t<Hhle nOClIe,!lCTBHJI 'unavoidable consequences' and Heo6-

xO.!lHMhle YClIOBHJI 'necessary conditions' (ct. ApTIOHoBa et al. 1992, 144) lend some 
support to our claim. 
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Sentence (31a) illustrates modal negation, showing negated possibility. 

Ne in (31b) negates the lower predicate; the proposition that she didn't 

come to the meeting is judged to be possible. Sentence (31c) shows that 

both the modal predicate and the infinitive predicate are negated: 'his not 

confessing that she is right is not possible'. With MOlJb, these two types of 

negation are indicated by the position of He. 

There are two notable points on negation In sentences with necessity 

modals. First, it is difficult for them to have double instance of He, 

occurring once before the modal, once before the infinitive; thus, sentences 

like OH He JlOJ])l(eH He npHXOJlHTb Ha co6paHHe, EMY He Ha}lO/Hy>I<HO He npHXOJlH 

Tb Ha co6paHHe, etc. are never found.3D) Second, virtually no instance of the 

dictal negation (i.e., constructions like *JlOJI)!(eH He exa Tb, Ha}lO/HY)!(HO He ex 

aTb) is found with the necessity modals.3D These observations might lead 

one to conclude that dictal negation is prohibited in Russian modal 

sentences of necessity. 

However, a logical analysis of the conception of necessity leads to the 

suspicion that the apparent modal negation may be a derived structure, 

resulting from a certain syntactic process. My arguments for this are as 

follows. There is a (partial) semantic identity relation between modal 

negation and dictal negation in the context of necessity; i.e., saying that 

all conditions hold for non-P to be true (i.e., the dictal negation) can be 

understood as meaning that there is no condition for P to be true (i.e., the 

modal negation): nec -p => -nec p (cf. Rappaport 1984, 211). In other 

words, the surface modal negation may well be construed as manifesting 

30) In modal logic, '-nec -P' is treated as equivalent to 'poss P', while '-poss -P' 
= 'nec P' (Lyons 1977, 787). In linguistic modality, however, an expression of 
'-nec -P' seems to be practicaIIy impossible. 

31) There are two types of instances where the negation appears to be dictal; (1) 

.1l0Jl)!(eH He 3a6b1BaTb, (2) .1l0Jl)i(eH He P, a Q. In the first type, He 3a6b1BaTb could 
be treated as a lexical unit that is semanticaIIy synonymous with positive n 
OMHHTb. The construction He P, a Q is only partiaIIy negative, and in fact its 
focus is on the affirmative part. 
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the underlying dictal negation. Thus, the negation of llOJ))[(eH in a sentence 

like (32) may be interpreted as a manifestation of the dictal negation, VIZ. 

llOJllKEH (YOU NOT LET EVERY VISITOR HAVE YOUR OWN BED). 

(32) Bbi He 1I0Jl:I<HbI YCTynaTb CBOIO nOCTeJlb l<a:l<l\0MY npOe3)((eMY, HX MHoro, Bbi 

OllHH. (DA, 305) 

'You mustn't let every visitor have your own bed; they are many, but 
you are one.' 

The positioning of the negation particle He before llOJ))[(eH in the surface 

then can be described as resulting from a syntactic rule that raises the 

embedded He right before llO}])l(EH (d. Chvany 1972), as I will argue in the 

next subsections. 

4.3.2 Negation in epistemic necessity 

The rule, which is motivated by the (partial) identity relation between 

the modal and dictal negations, explains the fact that the epistemic He llOJ))[( 

eH invariably signals the speaker's guesswork about the negated dictum. 

In (33a), which is taken to express epistemic modality, He appears to 

represent the modal negation. 

(33) a. OH He 1I0Jl)((eH on0311aTb. 'He must not be late (after alll.' 

(recited from 5oHlIapl<O 1990, 117) 

b. OH, BHlIHMO, He on0311aeT. 'He probably is not late.' 

However, the negation particle in (33a) is associated semantically with 

the infinitive on0311aTb, as shown in (33b) that is synonymous with (33a). 

This suggests that (33a) should have a semantic representation like llO}])l(EH 

(HE NOT BE LATE). The negation particle HE 'not' raises right before 

llOJllKEH via the postulated syntactic rule.32) 

32) Chvany (1972, 518) notes that MA of epistemic modality allows a migration of 
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4.3.3 Exemption VS. Prohibition 

This way of treating the negation In sentences with modals also helps 

to understand why the negation of root necessity modals is ambiguous 

between the two distinct types: namely, lack (or denial) of necessity (= 

exemption, glossed 'need not, don't need/have to') and prohibition (glossed 

'mustn't') (cf. Lyons 1977, 837). For example, a negated sentence like (34) 

shows ambiguity between the two readings. 

(34) EMY He Hano exaTb nOMO". 

'He doesn't have to go home' or 'He mustn't go home' 

(35) HHKoro OH He nOJI:I<eH 3anpaWHBaTb. MO:l<eT 3aBTpa ompaBHTb ero B KaHCKH 

C 06BHHeHHeM BO BpenHTeJIbCTBe, 3TO B ero BJIaCTH. (OA, 323) 

'He [=Alferov] doesn't have to enquire of anyone. (He=Alferov) can 
send him [=Sasha] tomorrow to Kansk for the charge of a sabotage; 
this is in his [= Alferov] power.' 

Similarly, compare (32) and (35), both of which include He llOJl)((eH. As 

the contexts make it clear, in example (32) the reading of 'mustn't' is 

most appropriate, while example (35) should be read as meaning 'doesn't 

have/need to'. 

In view of the fact that the negation of possibility does not show this 

kind of ambiguity (cf. examples in (31)), it is conceivable that the 

ambiguity may reflect an underlying syntactic difference in necessity 

sentences. More specifically, the underlying modal negation produces the 

reading of 'don't have to', while the underlying dictal negation is 

responsible for the reading of 'mustn't'. The reading of 'don't have to' 

obtains when the negative particle underlyingly negates the modal 

predicate; namely, 'it is not the case that all conditions hold for the dictal 

situation to be actualized'. In contrast, the reading of 'mustn't' obtains 

TENSE, i.e., a raising of the morpho-syntactic property of [TENSE: PAST] of 
the lower clause to the matrix predicate position. Thus it is quite plausible to 
assume that NEG is also migrated to the matrix clause. 
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when the negative particle underlyingly negates the infinitive predicate; i.e., 

'all conditions hold for the dictal situation not to be actualized'. 

4.3.4 Negated MV: modal negation only 

When the particle NE negates the sentence with npHxollHTcSl/npHlleTC$I, it 

does not show the ambiguity between modal negation and dictal negation, 

an ambiguity that the other modals do allow (ct. previous sections). It 

always shows modal negation, showing the reading of 'don't have to'. 

Consider the following example: 

(36) YxolVl, JlImMaH nonpocHJI He CHHMaTb npOTe3 tlO 3aBTpaWHero YTpa, a eCJlH 

'ITO-TO 6ytleT MewaTb, Bbl3BaTb ero. Bbl3b1BaTb ero He npHWJlO, npoTe3 

CHtleJl XOPOWO. CUJlHH 6b1J1 .l10BOJleH. (DA, 445) 

'Leaving, Lipman asked (Stalin) not to take off the false tooth until 
tomorrow morning and to call him if something bothers him. (But, 
Stalin) didn't have to call him; the false tooth fitted well and Stalin 
was satisfied.' 

In (36) Lipman, the dentist, suggests to Stalin that he call him if the 

false tooth bothers him. But it turns out to fit well, which makes it 

unnecessary for Stalin to call Lipman. This context makes it clear that He 

npHWJIOCb expresses non-necessity (the reading of exemption); it would 

never convey the necessity of Stalin's not calling the dentist (the dictal 

negation, the reading of prohibition). If the false tooth had bothered him, 

Stalin would have called the dentist. 

From the discussion above the following legitimate question arises: why 

is the ambiguity not observed for MV unlike other modals of necessity 

where such ambiguity is typical? I will provide a plausible answer to this 

question in section 4.5. 

4.4 Realized dictal situation: implicativity 
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npH.lleTC.5I/npHXOllHTC.5I, whose basic semantic function is to signal 

deductive necessity, has an additional property when they are used in the 

past tense. As reported in the previous literature (cf. DOH.1lapKo et al. 1990), 

positive npHWJIOcb/npHXO.1lHJIOCb implies the actualization of the dictal 

situation, while their negative counterpart implies the non-actualization of 

the dictal situation. Therefore, MV is one of what Karttunen (1971) calls 

implicative verbs, that is, MV entails the factuality of the embedded 

clause. In contrast, other modals do not show the entailment relation. The 

dictal situation mayor may not have been actualized in the real world. 

Consider the following examples. 

(37) a. npHWJlOCb CHJlTb C TeJlerH lIBa '1eMOlIaHa, l<al<He nOJlerlIe, 1<0HBOMp 

npHTopo'lHJI HX I< ce.1IllY. (DA, 234) 

, (They) had to take out two lighter trunks from the cart and the 

convoy strapped them to the saddle.' 

b. PaHl<a He GOJleJla, lIeCHa TO)[(e, npHHHMaTb nHpMHlIOH He npHWJlOCb. 

(DA,395) 

'The wound did not hurt, nor the gum; [he] did not have to take 
pyramid on. ' 

c. ?EMY npHWJlOCb 3ailTH B KoonepaTHBe, KOHUHJlHCb nanHpOCbI, HO Bce Tal< 

H OH He 3 aXO./1HJI. 

The context of example (37a), where a positive MV is used, makes it 

clear that two trunks were actually taken off the cart. Example (37b) with 

a negated MV also conveys the meaning that Stalin actually did not have 

to, and in fact, did not take the medicine. The experimental example (37C) , 

where a negated proposition of the dictal situation is added, turns out to 

be a contradiction. 

Consider the following examples where MP or MA is used: 

(38) a. Bnpo'leM, BCI<Ope eMY Hallo GbIJIO nocTynaTb Ha 3aBOlI, H, OCTaBHB MaTb 

B lIHneUl<e, OH yexaJl B MoCKBY. (DA, 137) 
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'But, soon he had to go to the factory and, having left his mother 
in Lipeck, he departed to Moscow.' 

b. OH HameJl TO, 'ITO .nOltKeH 6bll1 HaATH. (DA, 162) 

, He found what he had to find.' 

c. Ope.nce.naTeJlb .nOJllKHLl 6bll1H CI<a3aTb BbI, a Bbi eMY He Cl<a3aJlH, H B 

pe3YJlbTaTe annapaT BblWeJl H3 CTpOJl. (DA, 320) 

Iyou must have talked to the director, but you didn't tell him and 
as a result the whole apparatus went out of order. I 

The dictal situation in (38a) is actually realized, which is clear from the 

context; Ihe left for Moscow, where the factory is located I . Sentence (38b) 

is another good example illustrating that the dictal situation is actualized. 

However, in example (38e) it is self-evident that the dictal situation was 

never actualized. From this it follows that MP and MA do not entail the 

factuality of the dictal situation, rather it is contextually determined. 

The comparison then confirms that MV is an implicative verb, while the 

other modals are not. MV asserts the truth of the modal situation of 

necessity, entailing the factuality of the dictal situation, while MP (and 

MA) only asserts the truth of the situation of modality, leaving the 

factuality of the dictal situation undecided. 

4.5 MV as an innovative use: metonymic extension 

I demonstrated in the preceding sections that MV has more restricted 

usage than MP (and also MA); (1) it expresses deductive modality only, 

(2) it can convey the modal negation only, and (3) it is an implicative 

verb. Moreover, (4) syntactically it occurs invariably with the infinitival 

complement. One may wonder if such restrictions could be explained in a 

plausible way. 

It should be noted at this moment that rrpHXOllHTCJI/rrpHlleTCJI can be used 

to convey not only the modal meaning but also the meaning of the 
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'happening, commg into existence' of an event. The following examples 

illustrate this non-modal use: 

(39) a. EMY He pa3 npHXO~HnOCb Ha6~~aTb BOCXO~ conH~a. 

'He often came/happened to watch the sunrise. Recited from RAS 
1987) 

b. Hy H, I<OHe'lHO, nHmy Mj[ Tex, I<OMY ell(e He npHxo~nOCb HrpaTb B 3Ty 

Hrpy. (Igra, 37) 

'Well, of course, I am writing (this book) for those, who have 
never happened to play this game.' 

In these examples, npHXOLlHJlOCb is synonymous with CJlY'-IaTbC5I or 

LlOBOL{HTbC5I, meaning 'to happen, to have occasion'. Note that it has an 

identical argument structure with MV; both select the dative-experiencer 

NP and the infinitival complement. 

The identity in argument structure makes it conceivable to interpret the 

modal use of npHLleTC5I/npHxOLlHTC5I (i.e., MV) as something metonymically 

extended from the meaning of 'an event's coming to take place', which is 

closer (more literal) to the original lexical meaning of the non-c5I verbs 

(i.e., npHxoLlHTb/npHiiTH 'come/arrive'). More specifically, while the verbs are 

used to express simply 'an event's coming into existence', they may be 

recognized as contextually implicating that the infinitive event happened as 

a consequence of a certain event that is conditionally (in other words, 

metonymically33)) related to it. When the recognition is repeated and 

emphasized the implication becomes conventionalized. As a consequence the 

verbs acquire the meaning of deductive modality. 34) 

33) When two events are conditionally related, we can say that they are temporally 
contiguous, and since metonymy is essentially concerned with a contiguous 
relation, we can say that the dictal event is metonymical with the necessitating 
event. 

34) Put differently, the verbs begin to denote (i.e., symbolizes) the modal situation 
of deductive necessity, simultaneously indicating (i.e., indexicalizing) existence 
of specific conditions that necessitate the actualization of the infinitival event. 
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This innovative process helps explain the usage restrictions on MV. 

First, MV cannot express abductive modality that modalizes the 

antecedent situation, since, as its non-modal usage indicates, the event 

comes to take place as a consequence of a certain existing event. 

Secondly, MV cannot be used to negate the dictal predicate (i.e., 

impossibility of the reading of prohibition), since the non-modal use of 

npMxollMTc4npMlleTC>I does not permit the negation of the infinitival event. 

Observe the ungrammaticality of *MHe npMXOllMJIOCb He MrpaTb B 3Ty Mrpy 

'*1 happened not to play this play'. This experimental sentence is 

sentence-internally contradictory, since it asserts that a non-occurring 

event occurred. 

Third, as examples In (39) illustrate, positive npMXOllMTC>I/npMlleTC>I imply 

actualization of the infinitive event, while their negation implies 

non-actualization; hence, ?EM)' He pa3 npMXOllMJIOCb HaOJIlOllaTb BOCXOll COJIHlIa, 

HO OH He HaOJIlOllaJI BOCXOlla COJIHlIa and ?MHe eme He npMXOllMJlOCb MrpaTb B 

3Ty Mrpy, HO >I MrpaJI B 3Ty Mrpy. The implicative nature of MV can be 

viewed as inherited from its non-modal use. 

4.6 Conclusion 

The following table summarizes the points made in section 4. 

Criteria MV MP (and MA) 

1. Lower subject Nominative NP coreferential U 

with the higher subject 

2. Type of modality Deductive necessity U 

3. Type of negation Modal negation U 

4. Implicativity Implicative U 

For this reason, modal expressions need a rich context where some other 
conditioning events are expressed or at least presupposed to be known to the 
speaker and hearer. Also, precisely for this reason, they should be categorized 
as indexical symbols like the pronoun. 
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Since MV selects an internal clausal complement whose subject is 

coreferential with the higher subject (i.e., PRO) and whose predicate is one 

that does not assign case to its external arguement, the predicate of the 

complement is invariably in the infinitive form (section 4.1). It is limited to 

express deductive necessity (section 4.2); its negation always express 

exemption (section 4.3); and it is an implicative verb (section 4.4). In 

contrast, MP does not apply such syntactic and usage restrictions. 

Since MV has more specific argument structure and more restricted 

usage than MP, it is concluded that the former is marked as opposed to 

the latter, which is unmarked. 

5. Concluding remarks 

In this paper, the modal predicates of necessity in Russian, which are 

classifiable into three groups in terms of parts-of-speech (i.e., adjective, 

predicative, and verb) are shown to have a number of differences in their 

syntax and semantics. On the basis of these differences it is claimed that 

the category of Russian necessity modals exemplifies the markedness 

relation. 

It is suggested in this paper that MA has the least complex argument 

structure, selecting only a clausal complement. This simplicity in argument 

structure is argued to motivate its wider distribution and usage; (1) 

syntactically, it may be either personal or impersonal, (2) semantically it 

can express either root modality or epistemic modality, among others. In 

contrast, MP has a more complicated argument structure than MA in that 

it additionally selects an external argument that is specified as having the 

participant role of modal experiencer and being assigned the dative case. It 

is shown that the relatively complex argument structure is responsible for 

the syntactic and semantic restrictions imposed on MP (d. sections 2 and 
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3); MP can only be impersonal and express root modality. 

From this contrast, it follows that MA and MP form a relation of 

inclusion in terms of both syntax and semantics. Syntactically the former's 

distribution includes the latter's distribution, and semantically the former's 

referential potential includes that of the latter. 

This paper further suggests that within the category of impersonal 

modals MV has a more specific argument structure than MP. While MP 

selects an unspecified clausal complement, MV is claimed to select a 

clausal argument that is specified in terms of coreferentiality of the 

subject and case assigning capability of the predicate. Since MP does not 

specify its clausal complement, it is reasonable to conclude that MP is 

unmarked as opposed to MV, which is marked. The marked value 

assigned to MV is argued to be compatible with its restricted usage: (1) it 

denotes deductive modality only, (2) its negation is not used to convey the 

meaning of prohibition, and (3) it is an implicative verb (cf. section 4). 

The discussions of the three classes of Russian necessity modals appear 

to suggest a scalar conception of markedness; i.e., MV is most marked, 

MP is marked to a lesser degree than MV, and finally, MA is least 

marked. However, in view of the categorical distinction in argument 

structure between personal and impersonal modals (i.e., presence vs. lack 

of an external argument), it is more appropriate to interpret them as 

forming a binarily hierarchical structure; namely, MA (=U) IS opposed to 

MP and MV (= M), and between the latter two, MP (= U) is opposed to 

MV (=M). 
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